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In NF1, CFTR, PER3, CARS and SYT7, alternatively
included exons show higher conservation of
surrounding intron sequences than constitutive
exons
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It is still not fully understood to what extent intronic sequences contribute to the regulation of the
different forms of alternative splicing. We are interested in the regulation of alternative cassette exon
events, such as exon inclusion and exon skipping. We investigated these events by comparative genomic
analysis of human and mouse in five experimentally well-characterized genes, neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1),
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), period 3 (PER3), cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase
(CARS) and synaptotagmin 7 (SYT7). In NF1, high intron identity around the 52 constitutive and four
alternatively skipped NF1 exons is restricted to the close vicinity of the exons. In contrast, we found on
average high conservation of intron sequences over 300 base pairs up- and downstream of the five
alternatively included NF1 exons. The investigation of alternatively included exons in CFTR, PER3, CARS and
SYT7 supported this finding. In contrast, the mean intron identities around the alternatively skipped exons
in CTFR and NF1 do not differ considerably from those around the constitutive exons. In these genes, the
difference in intron conservation could point to a difference between the regulation of alternative exon
inclusion and alternative exon skipping or constitutive exon splicing. Additional genome-wide
investigations are necessary to elucidate to what extent our finding can be generalized.
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Introduction
To generate correct mRNAs in eucaryotes, exons must be

identified and joined together precisely and efficiently. In

human, this process requires the coordinated action of

small nuclear (sn)RNPs interacting with specific DNA

motifs. Well-characterized DNA motifs are the 50 and the

30 splice sites, the branch site, and exonic splice enhancers

and silencers.1 –3 Interestingly, also the promoter seems to

play a crucial role in alternative splicing.4 Several isoforms

can be generated by alternative splicing through cassette

exon events (ie exon skipping or exon inclusion), exon and

intron isoform events (ie use of alternative 30 or 50 splice

sites) and intron retention.2,3,5 We are interested in the

regulation of alternative cassette exon events, a cassette

exon being one included or excluded from the transcript.

The terms exon inclusion and skipping are defined by the

absence/presence of the respective alternative exon in the

predominant transcript, exons always present in theReceived 5 March 2003; revised 25 June 2003; accepted 29 August 2003
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transcript are termed constitutive.5 It is still not fully

understood to what extent intronic sequences around such

exons contribute to the regulation of these forms of

alternative splicing. A powerful method to investigate this

is the comparative genomic analysis of human and mouse

intron sequences.6 The availability of both mouse and

human genomes allows such investigations on a genome-

wide level in silico.7 However, there are often inconsistent

data concerning the classification of alternative cassette

exons. Therefore, we chose very well-characterized genes

for our investigation. We started with the neurofibroma-

tosis 1 (NF1) gene. NF1 shows numerous constitutive,

alternatively included and alternatively skipped exons.

NF1 is a tumor suppressor gene and responsible for the

human disease NF1 [MIM 162200], which is one of the

most common familial tumor syndromes.8,9 In human, 61

NF1 exons are known.8–11 There are four alternatively

included cassette NF1 exons, 9br, 10a-2, 23a and 48a. An

additional alternatively included exon, 23b, is expressed in

mouse.10 The four NF1 exons 4b, 29, 30 and 43 are

alternatively skipped in human.11 The pattern of expres-

sion of the alternative exons is characterized.8–11 In

addition, there are diverse but rare aberrantly spliced NF1

transcripts.12–15 These were not considered alternative in

our investigations as they most likely represent splicing

noise.

Our investigations demonstrated a high identity of

intron sequences over more than 300 base pairs (bp) up-

and downstream of the alternatively included exons

between human and mouse. In contrast, high intron

identity around the constitutive and alternatively skipped

NF1 exons was restricted to the close vicinity of the exons.

Investigation of one of the alternatively included NF1

exons in several species supported the high conservation.

We performed similar comparisons with four other experi-

mentally well-characterized genes, the cystic fibrosis

transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) [MIM

602421], the period 3 (PER3) [MIM 603427], the cystei-

nyl-tRNA synthetase (CARS) [MIM 123859] and the

synaptotagmin 7 (SYT7) [MIM 604146]. These investiga-

tions supported the high intron identity around

alternatively included exons found in NF1. This finding

points to an unknown function of these sequences in the

regulation of splicing of alternatively included exons in

these genes.

Materials and methods
Cell culture

Primary human fibroblasts, a cell line derived from a rat

schwannoma (Rattus norvegicus), fibroblast-like cells de-

rived from mouse (Mus musculus), cat (Felis catus), dog

(Canis familiaris), cow (Bos taurus), horse (Equus caballus),

sheep (Ovis aries) and griffon vulture (Gyps fulvus) were

cultured in DMEM containing 10% fetal calf serum.

Fibroblasts derived from several primates as the new

world monkey Geoffroy’s marmoset (Callithrix

geoffroyi), the old world monkeys gorilla (Gorilla

gorilla) and orang-utan (Pongo pygmaeus), cultured as

described above, were kind gifts of W Just, W Krone and

W Schemp.

Isolation of cellular RNA and cDNA synthesis

Total cellular RNA was isolated using the RNeasy spin

columns (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). RNA was quantified

by measuring the optical density at 260nm and stored at

�701C. Total RNA (1 mg) was reverse transcribed using the

SuperScriptTM First-Strand Synthesis system and random

hexamers (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,

USA). cDNA derived from Fugu rubripes was a kind gift of

H Kehrer-Sawatzki.

Expression analysis of NF1 10a-2

Human cDNA was amplified using the primers Nf9H and

Nf10bR (primer sequences see Table 1) resulting in a wild-

type amplification product of 306bp representing se-

quences of NF1 exons 9, 10a and 10b. The amplification

conditions in the thermal cycler GeneAmp 9600 (Perkin-

Elmer, Boston, MA, USA) were denaturation at 941C for

2min followed by 30 cycles of 931C for 30 s, 491C for 30 s

and 721C for 30 s and a final extension step at 721C for

10min. The reamplification was performed as described.9

In addition, cDNA was amplified using the NF1 10a-2-

specific primer Nf10a2H and primer Nf10bR, annealing at

461C, 40 cycles, resulting in a PCR product of 157bp. cDNA

from different species was amplified using the same primer

pairs as for human cDNA. Fugu rubripes cDNA was tested for

the expression of NF1 10a-2 with primer pair Fugu-Nf7-H/

Fugu-Nf10b-R, annealing at 611C, yielding a wild-type

product of 560bp. The region where the NF1 10a-2 product

was expected was gel extracted and reamplified with the

same primer pair. Alternatively, a reamplification with a

specific forward primer Fugu-Nf10a-2-H and Fugu-Nf10b-R,

annealing at 651C, was performed, resulting in a product of

198bp.

DNA isolation and amplification from several species

To analyze the NF1 intron 10a sequence of various species

gDNA was isolated from cells either with the DNeasy Kit

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) or with the salting-out meth-

od. PCR products were generated with the primer pairs in

Table 1 using system 1 of the Expand Long Template PCR

System (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). PCR

conditions in a Perkin-Elmer GeneAmp 9700 were: 2min at

921C, then 10 cycles of 10 s, 921C, 30 s annealing (60–

651C), 8min, 681C, then 20 cycles of 10 s, 921C, 30 s

annealing, 10min, 681C and a final elongation of 10min at

681C. Primer pairs for cow and sheep DNA In10aH/In10aR,

Cow-In10a-H/In10aR and Cow2-In10a-H/In10aR. Anneal-

ing was 651C for all three pairs. Primer pairs for horse DNA:
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In10aH/In10aR, annealing at 651C and Horse3-In10a-H/

Horse3-In10a-R, annealing at 631C. Primer pairs for mouse

DNA: In10aH/Mouse-In10a-R, annealing at 651C and

Mouse-In10a-H/Mouse-In10a-R, annealing at 621C. Primer

pairs for cat DNA: Cat-In10a-H/In10aR, annealing at 631C.

Primer pairs for dog DNA: Cat-In10a-H/In10aR, annealing

at 601C. Primer pairs for vulture DNA: GW-In10a-H/GW-

In10a-R and GW2-In10a-H/GW-In10a-R, both annealing at

621C. PCR products of cat and dog DNA were also

generated with Taq DNA polymerase (Amersham Pharma-

cia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) and 30 cycles of 30 s at 921C,

30 s annealing and 30 s at 721C. Primer pairs for cat were:

(1) Nf10aH/Nf10a2R, annealing at 491C; (2) Nf10a-nested-

H/Nf10a2R, annealing at 521C and (3) Cat10aH/Cat10aR,

annealing at 551C. Primer pair for dog was: Cat3-In10a-H/

Dog2-In10a-R, annealing at 541C. Intron 9 of the griffon

vulture NF1 gene was amplified with Taq DNA polymerase

and primer pair GW-In9-H/GW-In9-R and GW-In9-H3/

GW-In9-R, annealing at 651C. All PCR products were

purified by gel extraction or PCR product purification with

the GFX kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala,

Sweden) and sequenced on an ABI 373A automated

sequencer (PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

PCR products from gDNA were sequenced using only the

respective forward primers.

Search and criteria for the genes investigated

GenBank (http://www.ncbl.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/

GenbankSearch.html), the AltExtron database (http://

www.ebi.ac.uk/asd/altextron/access.html) and PubMed

(http://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi1) were

searched for genes with alternatively included cassette

exons conserved between human and mouse and ideally

surrounded by several hundred base pairs of intronic

sequences. Of these, the majority of the genomic sequence

of human and mouse or rat had to be available and they

should contain at least 10 exons and sufficiently sized

introns to ensure enough data for statistical analysis.

Comparative sequence analysis of intron conservation

Alignment of the NF1 intron 10a sequences of various

species to the human sequence was carried out using the

BestFit agorithm (GCG, Accelrys, Burlington, MA, USA)

with the most stringent gap creation and gap extension

penalties yielding a complete alignment. The rat intron

10a sequence was obtained from the Rat Genome Project

(http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/projects/rat/). For the cal-

culation of mean intron identities around all constitutive

NF1 exons except exon 1, the human and mouse NF1

intron sequences together with the flanking exons were

aligned with BestFit. Alignment was carried out in sections

Table 1 Primers used for the amplification of sequences containing NF1 exon 10a-2 and of NF1 intron 10a in several species

Species Name Sequence

Cat Cat10aH 50-CTA GCT AAT GGT GTT TGT TCT TCA-30

Cat10aR 50-TCA ATT GGT TCC ATA CGA GTT TTA-30

Cat3-In10a-H 50-GGC GCA CAC CCA GCA ATA C-30

Cat3-In10a-H 50-GGC GCA CAC CCA GCA ATA C-30

Cat3-In10a-H 50-GCG CAC ACC CAG CAA TAC-30

Cat-In10a-H 50-CAT TGA TTG GTG GTG CTT TGT CTT CT-30

Cow/sheep Cow-In10a-H 50-CAC TTT TCT CAC ACA TAA ACA TTG GGA-30

Cow2-In10a-H 50-AGC TTT CTT TGT TCT ATC AGT GTT CTT CT-30

Dog Dog2-In10a-R 50-CAA CAG CAG CCA ATA AGA ACA GAA-30

Fugu Fugu-Nf7-H 50-CGC CGC CAT CGC CTG TGT C-30

Fugu-Nf10b-R 50-TGG GGT CTG CGT GGA TGA GTT TGA-30

Horse Horse3-In10a-H 50-TAG GCT CTT TGA TAT TGA AGT TTG TGT TT-30

Horse3-In10a-R 50-CCC TTT GTA AGA ATC AGA CAT CAG AAC T-30

Mouse Mouse-In10a-R 50-CAT TTG TAG CTC CTT GTC TCT AGG TCT-30

Mouse-In10a-H 50-AGA TTG TGC CCA TGG TTT CCT TAC TC-30

Vulture Vulture-In10a-H 50-GGC CCA AGA TCG ATG CTG TTT ACT G-30

Vulture-In10a-R 50-CAG CAT GGA TCA GTT TTA CCA AGG ATA A-30

Vulture2-In10a-H 50-TCA TTT GTC TTG CTT GCT TTC TGT TGA G-30

Human Nf10aH 50-CAT TGG ATT GGT GGC CTA AGA-30

Nf10a-nested-H 50-TTG ATG CTG TGT ATT GTC ACT C-30

Nf9H 50-CTG GCT CAG AAT TCA CCT TCT-30

Nf10bR 50-TTA GTT TCA CCA TGG ACA AGA G-30

In10aH 50-TTG GAT TGG TGG CCT AAG ATT GAT GC-30

In10aR 50-TAC TTA TAG CTT CTT TCT CCA GGT CT-30
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of one intron plus the surrounding exons. The NF1

sequences of human and mouse were obtained from

GenBank. Nf1 exon 1 and intron 1 have not yet been

sequenced in mouse. The identities of 50 nucleotides (nt)

windows 350bp up- and downstream of the respective

exons were calculated. Statistical analysis of the difference

between the graphs of the mean values of alternatively

included, alternatively skipped and constitutively spliced

exons was performed with the paired t-test. The alignments

of the NF1 intron 10a sequences were used to calculate the

identities for 50nt windows 600bp up- and downstream of

exon 10a-2, which lies 764bp downstream of exon 10a in

the 8kb sized intron 10a. To generate random sequences

with the same dinucleotide frequency as the NF1 gene, the

complete human genomic NF1 sequence was randomized

with Shuffle from the GCG package under the preservation

of the dinucleotide frequency. Five sequences of 1250nt

each were then taken from the resulting sequence and

compared to the human sequence of the five alternatively

included and five randomly chosen constitutive NF1 exons

and 600bp of intron sequence up- and downstream as

described above. The identities for 50nt windows were

calculated and averaged for all alternatively included exons

(nwindows¼ 683) and the five constitutive exons

(nwindows¼ 725). Likewise, five random sequences of

1250nt each, representing each base equally, were com-

pared to the same NF1 sequences described above. Again,

the identities for 50nt windows were calculated and

averaged for all alternatively included exons

(nwindows¼ 649) and the five constitutive exons

(nwindows¼ 617). Alignment of the cat and mouse CFTR

sequences to the human sequence was carried out as

described for NF1 except for very large introns or introns

extremely differing in size where only smaller parts of the

sequences were aligned. Multiple alignment of the pre-

viously unknown CFTR intron 10 element of various

species was carried out with Dialign (http://www.

genomatix.de/cgi-bin/diallgn/dialign.pl). PER3 and WT1

sequences were also obtained from GenBank, CARS and

SYT7 sequences from the Celera Discovery System and the

alignment carried out as described for NF1.

Search for intron sequence elements

In all, 600 bp up- and downstream of all alternative NF1

and CFTR exons investigated were examined for several

known intronic sequence elements with FindPatterns or

BestFit of the GCG package. We tested for the following

pattern sequences: Nova-1 binding sequence;16 (A/U)GGG

repeats;17 PTB binding site;18 SF1 binding site;19 UGCAUG

repeats;20 hnRNP A1 binding site;21 multiple copies of

UGC;22 GAR repeats;23 CE4m repressor;24 IAS 2 and IAS 3;25

50 splice site consensus;26 downstream control sequence;27

conserved intronic element;28 and muscle-specific enhan-

cer.29 The conserved intron sequences surrounding the

alternative exons were examined for RNA polymerase II

promoter sequences with CorePromoter (http://argon.csh-

l.org/genefinder/CPROMOTER/index.htm),30 Neural Net-

work Promoter Prediction (http://www.fruitfly.org/

seq_tools/promoter.html) and Promoter 2.0 (http://

www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/Promoter/).31 Search for RNA

polymerase III promoter sequences was carried out with

FindPatterns, including the A and B box consensus

sequences of the type II promoter, the TATA box, PSE,

DSE and Sp1 consensus32 elements of the type III promoter.

Sequences characteristic of snoRNAs, such as the C, D and

H box consensus sequences33 were also searched for with

FindPatterns. The intron sequences containing alternative

exons were searched for open reading frames in sense and

antisense orientation with the algorithm Frames of the

GCG package.

Accession numbers

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db¼Nucleo-

tide, NCBI GenBank Entrez Nucleotide (for NF1 intron

10a sequenced by us [AF457133] to [AF457138]; for

human NF1 [NT_010799]; for mouse Nf1 exons 2–27b

[AL591126]; for mouse Nf1 exons 28–49 [AC008161]; for

human CFTR [AC000111] and [AC000061]; for cat CFTR

[AC091436] and [AC091382]; for mouse Cftr [AF162137];

for Pan troglodytes CFTR [AC087834]; for C. familiaris

CFTR [AC091119]; for R. norvegicus CFTR [AC091268]; for

B. taurus CFTR [AC089993]; for Sus scrofa CFTR

[AC092478]; for human PER3 [Z98884]; for mouse Per3

[AL607143]; for human WT1 [AL049692]; for mouse Wt1

[AL5125841]). https://industry.ebi.ac.uk/altExtron/, AltEx-

tron Database Project (for alternative PER3 exon

[IDB61710]). http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/projects/rat/,

Rat Genome Project (for rat NF1 intron 10a [project_gj-

dy_BT]). http://www.celeradiscoverysystem.com/index.

cfm, Celera Discovery System (for human CARS

[hCG16441]; for mouse CARS [mCG15274]; for human

SYT7 [hCG40863]; for mouse SYT7 [mCG1938]).

Results
Intron sequence conservation between human and
mouse is higher around alternatively included than
constitutive NF1 exons

We compared NF1 sequences from human and mouse

using the BestFit algorithm. First, we determined the basic

identity generated by this algorithm. Random sequences

representing the same dinucleotide frequency as the NF1

gene were generated. We aligned these random sequences

to the human intron sequences around the five randomly

chosen constitutively spliced NF1 exons 2, 12b, 31, 39 and

41, and around the five alternatively included NF1 exons

9br, 10a-2, 23a, 23b and 48a. The investigation yielded an

average identity of 46.570.28% (SEM) per 50nt window

for the constitutively spliced exons and 46.270.31 (SEM)

for the alternatively included exons. We considered this
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identity the basic identity for our investigations. Intron

alignment of 52 constitutive NF1 exons of human and the

corresponding exons of mouse yielded on average high

identity (460%) only in close vicinity to the exons. The

identity declined to values nearing the basic identity at a

distance of 100bp from the exon–intron boundary

(Figure 1). In contrast to the constitutively spliced exons,

the mean identity of the intron sequences surrounding the

alternatively included NF1 exons is higher for every 50nt

window of the 350bp (Figure 1). The mean values of the

two graphs differ significantly (paired t-test, Po0.001). The

individual alternatively included NF1 exons show differ-

ences in intron conservation (data not shown). We found

the most extended region of high identity around NF1

exon 23a, followed by exons 10a-2, 23b and 9br. The intron

sequences around the poorly conserved NF1 exon 48a are

not remarkably identical except for a sequence stretch

100bp upstream of exon 48a, which may represent an

unknown essential element (see below and Table 2). Even if

the exceptionally conserved sequences surrounding exon

23a are not considered, the mean values of the intron

sequences surrounding the remaining four exons differ

significantly from the mean values of the introns of the

constitutively spliced exons (paired t-test, Po0.001). The

high intron homology around exon 23b is remarkable

because expression of this exon is found in mouse but not

yet in human.8,15 We suggest that it is expressed in specific

situations not yet investigated in human. The investigation

of the human sequence of exon 23b and its surrounding

intronic sequences showed that the splice sites are almost

100% identical. Only the reading frame is altered due to a

1 bp deletion in the human sequence, which would lead to

an earlier premature stop codon as in mouse.

High conservation of intron sequences surrounding
the alternatively included NF1 exon 10a-2 in several
species

The observation of the high intron homology around the

NF1 exon 10a-2 between human and mouse is also

remarkable because we found the expression of this exon

to be lost in mouse. The invariant T of the 50 splice site

consensus is altered to G, the putative branch point shows

a single base exchange and the mouse exon 10a-2

homologous sequence comprising 40bp would lead to a

premature stop codon formed by the last base of exon 10a-

2 and the first two bases of exon 10b (Figure 2). The high

intron homology without the expression of the exon could

on the one hand indicate that the expression was lost only

recently in mouse leaving too little time for the accumula-

tion of mutations in the intron or on the other hand that

an active constraint independent of exon 10a-2 prevents

mutation of the intronic sequences. To elucidate this, we

investigated several species with different times of diver-

gence (eg vulture–human 310 million years ago, mouse,

rat, dog, cat, horse–human 90 million years ago34) for

exon 10a-2 presence, expression and intron identity

(Figures 2 and 3). We detected the first reliable expression

of exon 10a-2 in bird (griffon vulture). The homology of

the bird to the human 10a-2 sequence is high as shown by

sequencing of cDNA and gDNA (Figure 2). In intron 10a of

the NF1 gene of the pufferfish Fugu rubripes, we identified a

nonexpressed 62bp sequence with 50% identity to the

Figure 1 Comparison of the intron sequences around
alternatively included and constitutive NF1 exons between
human and mouse. Mean identities of 50nt windows
350bp up- and downstream of 52 constitutively spliced
NF1 exons (black triangles, error bars: SEM) are lower than
those of all five alternatively included NF1 exons (white
rhombuses, error bars: SEM).

Table 2 Previously unknown conserved sequence elements observed in the intron sequences surrounding alternatively
included exons

Exon Location relative to exon Sequence Identity to human

NF1 10a-2 +400 bp GTT TTG GGG ATG AGT AAG GGA AGC
TGA CTC CTG GGT TAG AGT GAA TGT T

Cat, horse: 93.3%; dog: 81.6%;
mouse: 46.9%; vulture: 54%

NF1 48a +99bp ATA ATT AAA ACC AGA TTC CTT CTG
AAA ACC A

Mouse: 87.1%

CFTR 10b �11bp GCA CAA CAT ATT TCA CAT AGT TTT
CTG ATT TCA GT

Old world monkeys: 100%; Mouse,
rat, cat: 100%; cow: 94.3% dog:
91.4%; pig: 88%
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human NF1 10a-2 (Figure 2). We also found highly

conserved exon 10a-2 homologous sequences in horse,

dog, cat, rat and all primates investigated. Of these species,

10a-2 is expressed in horse, cat and primates. We did not

find 10a-2 expression in rat, although the splice sites are

both intact, the homology to the human exon 10a-2 is very

high (93.3 %) and it does not lead to an alteration of the

reading frame (Figure 2). Only the putative branch point

shows a 1bp alteration different from that seen in mouse.

It seems therefore likely that the rat exon 10a-2 is expressed

but in cell types not investigated by us. As even rat does not

harbor the same alterations as mouse and the divergence of

rat and mouse is estimated at 40 million years ago,34 the

loss of exon 10a-2 expression is clearly a very recent event

in mouse. We therefore assume that the time span since

this loss was insufficient to greatly alter the surrounding

intronic sequences. The alignment of the introns surround-

ing exon 10a-2 of those species with this exon to the

human introns revealed a very high identity over several

hundred base pairs for cat and horse (Figures 2 and 4). Also

rat and dog show remarkably high intron identity,

although not expressing exon 10a-2. In vulture, high

identity is restricted to about 100bp up- and downstream

Figure 2 Sequence homology between NF1 exon 10a-2
of human and cat, dog, horse, mouse, rat, vulture and
Fugu. Nucleic acid sequence alignment of NF1 10a-2 and
surrounding intron sequences between several species. The
human sequence is shown in capital letters. A match to the
human sequence is represented by a dash, a gap by dots.
The exon 10a-2 homologous sequence and the putative
branch point are highlighted boxes.

Figure 3 Phylogenetic tree showing the relationship
between the species investigated for alternatively included
NF1 exon 10a-2. For each species the information whether
exon 10a-2 is expressed and/or present in the genomic
DNA sequence is shown, and, if present, its identity to the
human sequence.

Figure 4 Comparison of NF1 exon 10a-2 and surrounding
intron sequences between human and several species. The
identities of 50 nt windows of alignments between the
human intron 10a sequence and that of several other
species (cat, dog, horse, mouse, rat and vulture) were
calculated for 600bp up- and downstream of exon 10a-2.
The identities are displayed as columns. Gaps in the
alignment due to insertions/deletions are shown as an
identity of zero.
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of the exon. Taken together, we could confirm the high

conservation of the intron sequences surrounding exon

10a-2 observed in mouse in several other species and we

could show that the loss of exon 10a-2 expression is a very

recent event in mouse.

Higher conservation of intron sequences surrounding
alternatively included CFTR, PER3, CARS and SYT7
exons

To investigate if high intron identity around alternatively

included exons is a more general phenomenon, we

examined four other very well-characterized genes fitting

our criteria (see Materials and methods), the CFTR, the

PER3, the CARS with one alternatively included exon each

and the SYT7 with five alternatively included exons. The

intron identities around the conserved alternatively in-

cluded CFTR exon 10b35 are higher than that of the average

intron identities around the 16 constitutively spliced CFTR

exons between human and cat (Figure 5a) and for the most

part also between human and mouse (data not shown).

PER3 comprises 21 exons in human homologous to exons

2–22 of the mouse mPer336 and contains one alternatively

included exon, which we have designated 2a. The

comparison revealed intron identities higher than the

average identities around the constitutive exons down-

stream of exon 2a, while upstream only the identity of the

first 50nt window is higher than the average (Figure 5b).

CARS is composed of 23 exons in human and mouse, 20 of

which are constitutively spliced.37 The alternatively in-

cluded exon 2 shows as the PER3 exon mainly intron

identities higher than the average identities around the

constitutive exons downstream of the exon (Figure 5c).

SYT7 comprises 14 exons, five of which, exons 4–8, are

alternatively included.38 The average intron identities

around all alternatively included exons are clearly higher

than the average identities around the constitutive exons

Figure 5 Intron conservation around alternatively in-
cluded CFTR, PER3, CARS and SYT7 exons in comparison
to the intron conservation of the respective constitutively
spliced exons. (a) Average intron identities of all constitu-
tive CFTR exons (black triangles) in comparison to the
intron identities around CFTR exon 10b (columns) between
human and cat. The generally higher similarity of not
transcribed sequences is surprising, because the evolution-
ary distance of these species is in the same order of
magnitude as that of man and mouse. It somehow parallels
the similarity of the karyotypes, which has been found to
be close to the ancestral mammalian chromosome ar-
rangement in both cases.49 (b) Average intron identities of
all constitutive PER3 exons (black triangles) in comparison
to the intron identities around PER3 exon 2a (columns)
between human and mouse. (c) Average intron identities
of all constitutive CARS exons (black triangles) in compar-
ison to the intron identities around CARS exon 2 (columns)
between human and mouse. (d) The average intron
identities of the nine constitutive SYT7 exons (black
triangles) in comparison to the average intron identities
around the five alternatively included SYT7 exons (white
rhombuses) between human and mouse.
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(Figure 5d). Taken together, this points to high intron

identity around alternatively included exons being a more

general phenomenon.

Restricted intron conservation around alternatively
skipped NF1 and CFTR exons

Then, we investigated the introns surrounding alterna-

tively skipped cassette exons. The NF1 exons 4b, 29, 30 and

4311,12 and the CFTR exons 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12 and 14a39

are alternatively skipped. Interestingly, the mean intron

identities around these skipped exons do not differ

considerably from those around the constitutive exons

(Figures 6a and b). This shows a difference in the

conservation of surrounding intron sequences between

alternatively included and alternatively skipped exons.

Our finding is supported by the investigation of the

Wilms’ tumor 1 gene (WT1) consisting of eight constitu-

tive exons and one alternatively skipped exon.40 The mean

intron identities around the skipped exon 5 do not differ

from those around the constitutive exons (data not

shown).

Other differences between alternatively included and
skipped exons

Recently, other differences between alternatively included

and skipped cassette exons have been reported as

smaller size of the included exons.5 The five alternatively

included NF1 exons are indeed much smaller (mean

46.4 bp) than the four skipped NF1 exons (mean 193bp).

The one alternatively included CFTR exon (119 bp),

however, is not that much shorter than the average of

the eight skipped exons (127.5 bp). Small size does

not seem to correlate with high intron identity, as in NF1

the identities around the three smallest constitutive

small exons 4c (68bp), 35 (62bp) and 47 (47bp) do on

average not differ from those found for the constitutive

exons (data not shown). It was also shown that the donor

splice sites of included cassette exons show a stronger

consensus to A at position þ3 (A3) than alternatively

skipped and constitutive exons.1,5 However, we see no

differences between the six included (all A3) and 12

skipped (11 A3, 1 G3) alternative exons investigated in

NF1 and CFTR.

Known elements and unknown conserved sequences
in the introns surrounding alternatively included NF1
and CFTR exons

The high intron identity found around alternatively

included exons raised the question about the function of

these sequences. The investigation of the introns around

the alternatively included NF1 and CFTR exons for several

known intronic splice elements mostly present in several

copies revealed several matches conserved between human

and mouse but no correlation with the conserved

sequences. Also, the investigation of the introns showed

several previously unknown small elements extremely

high conserved between mouse and human. Such

elements were found around three of the six alternatively

included exons (Table 2). The comparison of the

conserved intronic sequences around NF1 exons 9br,

10a-2, 23a, 23b and 48a with each other revealed no

common motifs.

Taken together, we assume that the few identified

conserved elements cannot account for the extent of the

high intron conservation. Therefore, we also performed in

silico search for evidence indicating the presence of other

genes in the conserved intron regions. However, in silico

Figure 6 The intron conservation around alternatively
skipped NF1 and CFTR exons is not higher than that around
the constitutive exons. (a) The mean identities of 50nt
windows 350bp up- and downstream of all four alterna-
tively skipped NF1 exons (white rhombuses; error bars:
SEM) between human and mouse do not differ significantly
(paired t-test: P40.9999) from those of 52 constitutively
spliced NF1 exons (black triangles; error bars: SEM). (b) The
mean identities of 50nt windows 350bp up- and down-
stream of all eight alternatively skipped CFTR exons (white
rhombuses; error bars: SEM) between human and cat and
of 16 constitutively spliced CFTR exons (black triangles;
error bars: SEM) also do not differ significantly (paired t-
test: P40.939).
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search for RNA polymerase II promoter sequences

correlating with the conserved regions was inconclusive

as different algorithms yielded different putative

promoter locations or none at all. Also, no RNA poly-

merase III promoter sequences and open reading frames in

sense and antisense orientation were identified and no

matches to elements characteristic for snoRNAs were

found.

Discussion
We describe here a high identity between human and

mouse of intron sequences surrounding most alternatively

included coding exons of NF1 and four other genes

investigated, but not the average of the constitutive exons.

Our finding raises the question if this conservation is a

general phenomenon. High intron conservation is de-

scribed around the alternatively included exons Ve of

CDK2 and 5a of Pax6,41,42 but the average conservation of

the introns surrounding the constitutive exons of the

respective genes was not determined. The complete

sequencing of human and mouse genomes greatly facili-

tated comparisons of whole genes. However, the number of

homologous genes of human and mouse with conserved

alternatively included exons is restricted, because genome-

wide investigation showed that the alternative exon

inclusion comprises only approximately 15% of all alter-

native splicing events in contrast to exon skipping, which

amounts to 48% approximately.4 In addition, there are

often inconsistent data concerning the classification of

alternative cassette exons as skipped or included, for

example, present or absent in the predominant transcript.

Several genome-wide comparisons of expressed sequence

tags or full-length cDNA clones with the genomic draft of

human and mouse have been carried out to investigate the

extent of alternative splicing in the respective genome.43,44

It suggests itself to use these databases for a genomic

comparison of alternatively spliced genes of human and

mouse.7,45 Such detailed comparisons will shed more light

on the difference between the alternative splice forms and

elucidate to what extent our finding can be generalized or

if it is specific for the NF1 and the other investigated genes.

Our observation of highly conserved intron sequences

around alternatively included exons in NF1 and other

genes raises the question of the reason for this conserva-

tion. The idea of a regulatory function in the expression of

the respective exon suggests itself. Alternatively included

exons have been reported to be smaller than the average.5

This could mean that they need more help from accessory

splicing factors and therefore more respective binding

elements, in exon or intron, to ensure accurate splicing. So,

first, there could be an accumulation of intronic splice

elements. We found several highly conserved small

elements, some of which also possess sequences of known

intronic splice enhancer/silencer elements. But, we did not

find a general correlation between known splice elements

and the conserved intron sequences. Second, regulation of

splicing may be influenced by the secondary structure of

the pre-mRNA as found in the rat CGRP exon 4.46 This

possibility will have to be clarified experimentally. Third,

the expression of genes transcribed in antisense orientation

may regulate alternative exon inclusion. Such a regulation

has been described in vivo for the FGF-247 and HFE genes.48

We could identify some putative promoter elements

correlating with the conserved regions in silico. But, since

the reliability of the available prediction algorithms is not

very high, this possibility remains to be tested experimen-

tally. In addition, it is conceivable that yet unknown genes

are lying in sense orientation in the regions of high

identity. But in spite of a thorough investigation, we did

not find an indication for this. Our finding may also be

relevant for mutation screening in disease-causing genes

with alternatively included exons as NF1. The present

screening methods often do not find all mutations in NF1.

A reason for this may be that some mutations lie in such

conserved intronic regions, which are often not investi-

gated in detail. In summary, we found differences in the

conservation between introns around alternatively in-

cluded and introns around alternatively skipped and

constitutive exons in the NF1 and four other genes. This

could point to a difference in the regulation of exon

inclusion and the regulation of constitutive splicing and

alternative exon skipping.

Note

During the submission of this article, Modrek et al (Nat

Genet 2003; 34: 177–180) found by a genome-wide scan a

difference in conservation of the sequences of alternatively

included exons and constitutive or skipped exons between

human and mosue or rat.
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